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ABSTRACT_ Cloud systems suffer from distributed concurrency bugs, which often lead to 

data loss and service outage. This paper presents CLOUDRAID, a new automatical tool for 

finding distributed concurrency bugs efficiently and effectively. Distributed concurrency 

bugs are notoriously difficult to find as they are triggered by untimely interaction among 

nodes, i.e., unexpected message orderings. To identify simultaneousness bugs in cloud 

frameworks proficiently and successfully, CLOUDRAID breaks down and tests consequently 

just the message orderings that are probably going to uncover blunders. In particular, 

CLOUDRAID mines the logs from past executions to reveal the message orderings that are 

doable however deficiently tried. Likewise, we likewise propose a log upgrading procedure to 

present new logs consequently in the framework being tried. These additional logs added 

work on additional the adequacy of CLOUDRAID without presenting any recognizable 

exhibition above. Our log- based approach makes it appropriate for live frameworks. We 

have applied CLOUDRAID to break down six delegate disseminated frameworks: 

Hadoop2/Yarn, HBase, HDFS, Cassandra, Animal specialist, and Flink. CLOUDRAID has 

prevailed with regards to testing 60 distinct variants of these six frameworks (10 renditions 

for each framework) in 35 hours, uncovering 31 simultaneousness bugs, including nine new 

bugs that have never been accounted for. For these nine new bugs identified, which have all 

been affirmed by their unique engineers, three are basic and have previously been fixed. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Distributed systems, such as scale-out computing frameworks distributed key-value stores 

scalable file systems and cluster management servicesare the fundamental building blocks of 

moderncloud applications. As cloud applications provide 24/7online services to users, high 

reliability of their underlyingdistributed systems becomes crucial. However, 

distributedsystems are notoriously difficult to get right. There are widelyexisting software 
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bugs in real-world distributed systems,which often cause data loss and cloud outage, costing 

serviceproviders millions of dollars per outrage. 

Among all types of bugs in distributed systems, distributedconcurrency bugs are among the 

most troublesome. These bugs are triggered by complex interleavingsof messages, i.e., 

unexpected orderings of communicationevents. It is difficult for programmers to 

correctlyreason about and handle concurrent executions on multiplemachines. This fact has 

motivated a large body of research ondistributed system model checkers  whichdetect hard-

to-find bugs by exercising all possible messageorderings systematically. Theoretically, these 

model checkerscan guarantee reliability when running the same workloadverified earlier. 

However, distributed system model checkers face the state-space explosion problem. Despite 

recentadvancesit is still difficult to scale them to many largereal-world applications. For 

example, in our experimentsfor running the WordCount workload on Hadoop2/Yarn,5,495 

messages are involved. Even in such a simple case, itbecomes impractical to test exhaustively 

all possible messageorderings in a timely manner. 

2.LITERATURE SURVEY 

The most crucial step in the software development process is conducting a literature survey. The 

time factor, economy, and company traffic redundancy elimination all need to be determined 

before the tool can be developed. Once these requirements are met, the operating system and 

programming language that can be used to develop the tool are the next steps. When the 

developers begin fabricating the instrument the software engineers need parcel of outside 

help. Senior programmers, books, and websites are all good places to look for this assistance. 

We must be familiar with the following ideas for developing the proposed system before 

building it.. 

1.A new general framework for secure public key encryption with keyword search 

Boneh et al. introduced Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search (PEKS). enables users 

to search encrypted documents on an untrusted server without disclosing any information in 

Eurocrypt'04 The cryptographic research community has paid a lot of attention to this idea 

because it is very useful in many applications. However, the Keyword Guessing Attack (KGA) 

that is launched by a malicious server is a limitation of all existing PEKS schemes. Dual-

Server Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search (DS-PEKS) is the name of the new 

PEKS framework we propose in this paper. This new system can endure every one of the 

assaults, including the KGA from the two untrusted servers, as long as they don't intrigue. 
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Following that, we present a generic DS-PEKS construction employing a brand- new SPHFs 

variant, which is of independent interest.. 

2.Searchable symmetric encryption: Improved definitions and efficient constructions 

A party can outsource the private storage of his data to another party using searchable 

symmetric encryption (SSE), while still maintaining the ability to selectively search over it. 

This issue has been the focal point of dynamic exploration and a few security definitions and 

developments have been proposed.In this paper we start by evaluating existing 

documentations of safety and propose new definitions. Interestingly, our constructions are 

more efficient than any of the previous ones, in addition to meeting stronger security 

guarantees. 

Further, earlier work on SSE just viewed as the setting where just the proprietor of the 

information is fit for submitting search questions. We think about the natural extension where 

anyone, not just the owner, can submit search queries. In this multi-user setting, we present an 

effective construction and formally define SSE.. 

3.Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search based on K-Resilient IBE 

Abstract. Alice receives an encrypted email from Bob. For some reason (such as routing), a 

gateway wants to see if an email contains a particular keyword. However, Alice does not want 

anyone but herself to decrypt the email, including the gateway itself. Public key encryption 

with keyword search (PEKS) is required in this situation. K-Resilient Public Key Encryption 

with Keyword Search, or KR-PEKS, is the brand-new method we develop in this paper. 

Without the random oracle, the new plan withstands a targeted keyword attack with 

confidence. The KR-PEKS was constructed using the ability to construct a Public Key 

Encryption with Keyword Search from an Identity Based Encryption. By demonstrating that 

the utilized IBE has a concept of key privacy, the new scheme's security was demonstrated. 

The plan was then adjusted in two unique ways to satisfy every one of the accompanying: 

The first change was made to make it possible to search for multiple keywords, and the 

second change was made to get rid of the need for secure channels.. 

4.Generic constructions of secure-channel free searchable encryption with adaptive 

security 

For looking through catchphrases against scrambled information, public key encryption 

conspire with watchword search (PEKS), and its augmentation secure-channel free PEKS 
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(SCF-PEKS), has been proposed. In this paper, we broaden the security of SCF-PEKS, 

calling it versatile SCF-PEKS, wherein a foe (displayed as a "malevolent however genuine" 

recipient) is permitted to give test questions adaptively. We show that versatile SCF-PEKS 

can be conventionally developed by unknown character based encryption as it were. 

3.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We propose a new approach, CLOUDRAID, for detecting concurrency bugs in distributed 

systems efficiently and effectively. CLOUDRAID leverages the run-time logs of live systems 

and avoids unnecessary repetitive tests, thereby drastically improving the efficiency and 

effectiveness of our approach. We describe a new log enhancing technique for improving log 

quality automatically. This enables us to log key communication events in a system 

automatically without introducing any noticeable performance penalty. The enhanced logs 

can further improve the overall effectiveness of our approach. 

3.1IMPLEMENTATION  

3.1.1 Admin 

In this module, the Service Provider has to login by using valid user name and password. 

After login successful he can do some operations such as   View All Users and Authorize, 

View All Datasets,View All Bug Report Datasets By Chain,View All Severity Category 

Results,View All Bug Fixed Results,View All Bug Resolved Results. 

3.1.2 View and Authorize Users 

Inthismodule,facultyregisterandlogintothesystem.Heallowsuploadingmaterials, events, 

attendance, marks in the system. He can view theirstudent’sattendancedetails, marksdetails, 

and updatehisprofile. 

3.1.3 End User 

In this module, there are n numbers of users are present. User should register before doing 

any operations. Once user registers, their details will be stored to the database.  After 

registration successful, he has to login by using authorized user name and password. Once 

Login is successful user will do some operations like  MyProfile,UploadDatasets,View All 

Datasets,Find Bug Severity Category,Find Severity Category Results By Hashcode. 
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Fig 1:SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
 

 

FIG-1: The figure above shows the user's homepage. A user can perform operations such as 

viewing all users and authorizing them, viewing all datasets, viewing all bug report datasets 

by chain, viewing all severity category results, viewing all bug fixed results, and viewing all 

bug resolved results 
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FIG-2: the above figure shows the interface of the uploading the dataset. 

 

 

 

 

FIG-3: The figure above shows the findings of bug severity category status. You need to 

provide the RID, bug ID, and enter a description. After clicking on 'Find Status,' it will display 

the type of bug (blocker, normal, major, minor, trivial) 
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FIG-4: The figure above shows the findings of the severity of bug status. It displays the types 

of bugs such as normal, blocker, major, and minor. 

 

 

FIG-5 The figure above shows the bar graph representation of all bugs resolved. Out of 1,241 

bugs, 1,239 were resolved, 3 were closed, and 2 were not resolved 
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5.CONCLUSION 

We present CLOUDRAID, a simple yet 

effective tool for detectingdistributed 

concurrency bugs. CLOUDRAID achieves 

itsefficiency and effectiveness by 

analyzing message orderingsthat are likely 

to expose errors from existing logs. 

Ourevaluation shows that CLOUDRAID is 

simple to deploy andeffective in detecting 

bugs. In particular, CLOUDRAID cantest 

60 versions of six representative systems 

in 35 hours,finding successfully 31 bugs, 

including 9 new bugs that have never been 

reported before. 
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